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A third Title IX investigation has been opened by the Department of Education’s Office of Civil Rights
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The Department of Education’s Office of Civil Rights
(OCR) has opened a third Title
IX investigation at The College
of Wooster. The complainants
received official confirmation that
their case had been accepted and
would be investigated by the OCR
on Nov. 15.
The supervising attorney on
the case is Brenda Redmond, according to the letter notifying
the complainants that their case
had been accepted. In that letter,
Redmond said that the case was in
response to three complaints filed
with the OCR on Aug. 8, 2016,
about incidents which occurred
during the 2015-16 academic year.
These complaints were:
1. The College’s Title IX Coordinator retaliated against [four]

students after [they] opposed the
College’s handling of sexual violence complaints, including by pursuing disciplinary action against
[them].
2. The College failed to provide
[four] students a prompt and equitable response to a Title IX grievance that was filed against [them].
3. The College failed to provide
a method by which [four] students
could file a complaint against the
College’s Title IX Coordinator.
This investigation brings the total number of open OCR Title IX
investigations of the College up to
three. The first two investigations
were opened in September of this
year. The College is one of 212 postsecondary institutions currently being investigated for Title IX violations, according to the D.O.E.’s list.
In its letter accepting the case, the
OCR reiterated that the opening of
an investigation does not indicate
that a Title IX violation has taken

place, just that the matter bears
further investigation. OCR also
emphasized that throughout the
investigation, its role is to be an
impartial fact-finding party.
The College is currently working to improve its handling of
Title IX complaints through two
processes: a working group on
sexual violence prevention and response and an ongoing search for
a full-time Title IX coordinator.
In an email to the campus community on Nov. 16, President Sarah
Bolton said that the College hopes
to have hired a full-time coordinator by the spring.
As for the two other open
cases, at the completion of the
investigation the D.O.E. will
disclose whether it entered
into an agreement with the
institution to address the complaint or whether there was
insufficient evidence of a Title
IX violation.

#WooTalks discusses moving forward post-election
Matt Woodward
Contributing Writer
On Monday Nov. 21, the Center
for Diversity and Inclusion (CDI)
hosted its third #WooTalk since the
program first found its way onto campus this past summer. #WooTalks are
dialogues about different issues facing
Wooster or the world and deal with
the themes of campus climate, justice
and diversity. HerBrina Shepherd, the
program coordinator for the Office of
Multicultural Student Affairs, saidthat #WooTalks are meant to “give
people a space to talk about what’s
going on. They don’t have to be about
current events, but it just so happens
that the last three have been.”
The first #WooTalk occurred
this past summer in response to
various instances of violence and
discrimination in the United States.
This #WooTalk provided a space
for Wooster students who were here
over the summer to process various
events and begin the healing process.
The second #WooTalk also focused
on recent issues of injustice in the
United States but was designed to
be a conversation about how these is-

Collaboration with
local religious leaders promotes peace
and community
Caren Holmes
Staff Writer
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sues have specifically impacted the
Wooster community.
According to Dean Scott Brown’s
campus-wide email description of the
event, the latest talk was designed
to be an open dialogue about how to
have difficult conversations about the
presidential election and recent issues
of injustice over Thanksgiving Break.
These conversations range from dinner-table conversations with relatives
of differing political viewpoints to
conversations with roommates.
Though this was the planned
theme for the dialogue, it really was
centered on the process of healing
and moving forward from the results
of the presidential election. As a general rule of thumb, #WooTalks are
left open-ended so that the conversation can be about what those in attendance need it to be about.
Nate Addington, interim director of Interfaith Campus Ministries
said, “We live in a world today where
it’s very easy to see people but increasingly more difficult to actually
know them. I can share an article on
Facebook or tweet out my opinions
but social media isn’t a true version

Above, students gather to discuss social injustices and violence
that have recently occured (Photo by Shoshana Rice).

of a person. At best it’s a polished
and filtered reflection or image. The
#WooTalks program forces us to interact with ‘The Other.’”
It requires us to step outside of
ourselves and look someone in the
eye. But it also requires us to look into
our own selves so that we can articulate our feelings, emotions and values
without the crutch of a social media
post to hide behind.”
The #WooTalks program is
expanding right now and the
CDI staff hopes that it will eventually become a program less

centered on current events.
The dialogues it creates are
important with or without direct
prompting and in the future the
program coordinators of CDI
hope to collaborate with student
groups on campus to continue
having challenging and necessary dialogues on campus.
If any students are interested in being a part of the future
of the #WooTalks program,
they should contact HerBrina
Shepherd to set up a meeting or
pitch any ideas over email.

In response to student and
community concerns surrounding the presidential election,
Alexandra Pereyra ’17 is collaborating with local religious
leaders to organize a rally in
downtown Wooster at 5:15 p.m.
on Friday, Dec. 9. Pereyra explains that the purpose of the
rally is to generate “proactive
peace” and “bridge the gap between the College and community.” While the College has made
services available to students
who need support in processing
the consequences of the election, Pereyra is concerned with
the gap in recourses available
to the greater Wooster community. She is actively collaborating with Pastor Dries of the St.
James Episcopal Church, Pastor
Andries Coetzee of Westminster Presbyterian Church and
Juanita Greene, president of the
Wooster and Orrville chapter of
the National Association for the
Advancement of Colored People
(NAACP).
The rally will take place in
the gazebo at the corner of N.
Market and E. Liberty Streets
in downtown Wooster. The organizers are working to solidify
speakers to take part in the rally.
They will also be distributing
information and encouraging
individuals to financially support national organizations including Planned Parenthood,
the NAACP and the American
Civil Liberties Union, all of
which represent groups that
have expressed fear and concern
over Trump’s presidency. The
Wooster mayor, Robert Breneman, has also been invited to
attend the event. Pereyra has
reached out to student leaders
as well as the Wooster Daily Record to publicize the event to the
greater Wooster community.
Pereyra explained that the
event “is not an anti-Trump rally”
but she expressed concerns that
the protest may be interpreted as
an explicitly partisan event. She
affirms that students and community members that choose to harass others will be asked to leave.
In efforts to combat any form of
harassment that protesters may
experience, the organizers are
working to confirm St. James
Episcopal Church as a safe space
open to those who feel they need
to step away from the rally.
Pereyra hopes that the rally
will not be a divisive event but
rather a showcase of community
solidarity. She said, “I am hoping
that the event will bring people
together and start a conversation. Even if some people do not
respond well to the rally, there
will be many present who are determined to make Wooster a safe
town and are interested in starting up a human rights resources
organization in the town.”
Students interested in participating in the event are encouraged to join Pereyra at 4:45
p.m. outside the Lowry Center
to walk from the campus to the
gazebo in downtown Wooster.
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SECURITY BRIEFS
ALCOHOL
11/13 — 12:12 a.m.
Wellness Center
Suspect, 20, drank too
much and was brought to
Wellness Center
11/13 — 1:07 a.m.
Bornhuetter Hall
Suspect, 18, was in
possesion of alcohol.
Witness reported incident
THEFT
11/8 — 2:40 p.m.
Andrews Library
Basketball jacket taken
from 150th Anniversary
Display. Two witnesses
reported incident
11/12 — 1:21 a.m.
Shearer House
Victim reported wallet
taken from jacket
DISORDERLY
11/13 — 1:02 a.m.
Kennedy Apartments
Four suspects held
unsanctioned and
unregistered party. Broken
up by SPS
FIRE
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Campus community identifies strategic priorities
Mackenzie Clark
News Editor
On Monday, Nov. 28, the
Strategic Planning & Priorities Advisory Committee (SPPAC) held an open meeting
on strategic priorities. The
meeting was an opportunity
for students, staff and faculty
to share what they feel are the
most important priorities for
the College in the near future.
In an email sent to the campus community on Nov. 21,
Greg Shaya, the Chair of SPPAC, stated, “SPPAC’s charge
is to advise and counsel the
President on strategic planning and the determination of
resource allocation, to consult
with campus constituencies
on strategic planning and priorities and to regularly apprise
the faculty of issues under
discussion. As part of this, we
are asked to consult with other
faculty committees and campus
constituencies regarding policy decisions that have strategic
impact.”
Earlier this semester, President Bolton gave SPPAC three
important strategic areas she
would like to address: students,
resources and the competitive
context of the College.
SPPAC is currently focusing
on these three areas by thinking about what future students
will be looking for in a college

education, what the world is
looking for in college graduates, where future resources
will be coming from and what
the College is doing to attract
students.
This semester, SPPAC has
been working to give President
Bolton advice in regards to

and hear multiple perspectives
of strategic priorities for the
immediate future of the College. Committee members and
meeting attendees also addressed the sustainability of
these priorities.
Members of the College
community brought multiple

“

We’re talking to students,
staff and faculty to hear
what they think are the most important priorities for the immediate future.”
-Greg Shaya, Chair of SPPAC
both long-term and short-term
challenges related to these areas, which she has identified as
most important.
The committee has dedicated
the fall semester to performing
broad investigations and having conversations with other
committees. During the spring
semester, SPPAC will turn
their focus to budget planning and strategic priorities
that will inform the work to be
done by the president’s cabinet
during the summer.
The goal of Monday’s meeting was to update the community on the work of SPPAC

points of view on a variety of
issues. Specific priorities mentioned included strengthening
support for Security and Protective Services, hiring more
counselors in Longbrake Wellness Center and addressing areas of the College that may be
understaffed.
Other priorities mentioned
included providing resources
to more adequately accommodate different dining needs for
all students, renovating outdated dining facilities and increasing student opportunities
for experiential learning.
In regards to financial needs,

several meeting attendees
stressed the importance of reviewing the College’s current
tuition model, restructuring
financial aid to better meet
the needs of all students and
turning the committee’s focus
to researching current student demographics in order
to address more immediate issues, rather than doing strictly
long-term planning.
The priorities identified at
the meeting will be compared
to the plan for the College’s
current budget and worked
into planning with the president and her cabinet for the
upcoming school year.
“Tonight’s meeting was part
of a listening tour. We’re talking to students, staff and faculty to hear what they think
are the most important priorities for the immediate future,”
said Shaya.
“We’ll be talking about this
through December and January. We’ll take these conversations back to our committee
and hold them up against other
information we have. Our aim
is to provide useful advice to
the President as she sets priorities for next year and we build
the College’s 2017-18 budget.”
If you have a suggestion or
question for SPPAC, contact
Greg Shaya at GShaya@wooster.
edu or Vice Chair Ellen Falduto
at EFalduto@wooster.edu.

11/12 — 6:03 a.m.
Kenarden Lodge
Outpost caught fire

Scot’s Key is currently undergoing revision

SUSPICIOUS PERSON

Victoria McCaslin
Contributing Writer

11/8 — 10:35 p.m.
Fairlawn Apartments
Witness reported
panhandler on campus
11/5 — 2:27 a.m.
Holden Hall
Suspect in possession of
drugs and paraphernalia,
witness present at
incident

Want to
inform the
student body
about current
events?
Come write for the news
section!
For more information
contact section
editors Janel England and
Mackenzie Clark, at
Jengland17@wooster.edu and

Campus Council has made
some minor changes to the
school’s noise policy in the
Scot’s Key. The changes come
from an extended Campus
Council project that will continue to the end of 2018, aimed
at revising the Scot’s Key to
make it more concise and easier
for students to use. So far, no
changes have been made that
will affect students directly.
The main changes have been
the streamlining of the noise
policy by combining the two
sections of the Scot’s Key that
contain noise policies. While
the actual policies remain unchanged, the language has
been cleaned up.
“We’re adding some policies
that we don’t have and then we
are making sure everything’s
consistent across the different
documents that the campus
uses,” council member Jordan
Griffith ’19 said. These included policies to clarify indecent exposure and disorderly
conduct.
This task has been taken on
by a subcommittee of Campus
Council, headed by co-chairs
Griffith and council member

Bryan Robb ’18, Dean Scott
Brown and Angela Johnston.
“Ultimately we’re going to
open it up to the campus as a
whole, to make sure that there
are no other problems,” said
Robb.

“

We’re adding some policies
that we don’t have and then
we are making sure everything’s
consistent across the different documents that campus uses.”
-Jordan Griffith, Campus Council
member
The Scot’s Key should
be updated every academic
year; however, Griffith said,
“Generally, this hasn’t been
done either ever or in a long
time.”
While Dean Buxton goes
through it and cleans it up
from year to year, no drastic
changes can be made without
the Council’s approval.
“We’re going through this
piece by piece,” said Griffith.
The 2016 physical handouts

MClark19@wooster.edu.

Copy-editors
Wanted!
Stop by the office on Tuesdays after 4 p.m. or email the
Editors in Chief,
Mariah Joyce
and Jared Berg, at
MJoyce17@wooster.edu
and JBerg17@wooster.edu

While we strive to achieve
excellence every week, we,
too, sometimes fall short.
Please send your corrections
to JBerg17@wooster.edu or
MJoyce17@wooster.edu.

LOCAL
Eleven people have been hospitalized after an attack at Ohio State University on Monday, Nov. 28, according
to The Washington Post.
OSU student Abdul Razak Ali Artan
drove a car into a crowd of people and
then got out and began to slash people
with a knife. Artan was shot and killed
by a responding university police officer within a minute of their arrival
on the scene.
Video recordings of Artan driving onto the campus indicate that he
was alone in the car, said the Post.
OSU Chief of Police Craig Stone said
that police are as of yet unsure what
Artan’s motive was, or whether anyone
else was involved.
Source: The Washington Post

of the Scot’s Key have still not
been finished and distributed
to the student body, despite it
being the end of 2016.
Griffith and Robb attribute
this to the lack of manpower behind the task. “It’s late,

but understandable,” Griffith
said.
Another goal is to virtualize
the Scot’s Key to make it more
accessible. The goal is to create
online pages for every section
of the key, enabling students to
quickly and easily find information that pertains to them.
For example, instead of going through the PDF or physical booklet to find out what to
do if a student has an alcohol
problem, the student will have

access to an online page containing the full alcohol policy,
along with a link to apply to
see a counselor.
The format would make it
much easier for students to use
the Scot’s Key and follow the
next steps.
While the Council votes on
new additions and changes as
they go, all changes made to
the key won’t become effective until the beginning of the
next academic year.
“Nothing we do today would
influence the day to day lives
of students this year, only
next year,” says Robb.
Campus Council meetings occur every Thursday at 11 a.m.
in the Scot Center Governance
room, and students are welcome
attend either to sit in or to voice
their concerns.
If there are any major issues
students should approach Jack
Johanning ’17, president of
Campus Council, but all Council members can take student
concerns and share them with
the group.
Robb suggests letting a council member know your issue
ahead of time. “It would be the
difference between showing
up and catching everybody flat
footed,” said Robb.

BITE-SIZED NEWS
NATIONAL
INTERNATIONAL
Veterans plan to serve as human
shields for protesters at Standing Rock
Sioux Reservation next week. Protesters have been gathered at the reservation for months to oppose the construction of the Dakota Access Pipeline,
which they say could pollute the Missouri River if it is damaged.
According to The New York Times,
around 2,000 veterans plan to gather
at Standing Rock next week to protect
the protesters. As of Tuesday afternoon
fundraising efforts had gathered more
than half a million dollars to pay for
food and supplies for the demonstration.

Australia’s Great Barrier Reef has
undergone the most severe coral bleaching on record, according to CNN.
Over the past nine months, the
warmer water has caused bleaching
killing off more than two thirds of
the coral in a part of the reef that had
previously been untouched.
The bleaching was mapped by aerial
surveys and teams of divers and extends over 700 kilometers of the reef.
Though the coral will likely regrow,
CNN reported that another event of
similar magnitude in the coming years
could do even more damage to the reef.

Source: The New York Times

Source: CNN
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Celebrating sci-fi cinema
If you’re like me, you watched Star
Wars as a child and got way too obsessed with it. I even made my parents
go with me to
the midnight
premiere of Revenge of the Sith
(sorry Mom,
sorry Dad) because I was so
Daniel Sweat stoked to see a
new Star Wars movie.
Over the years, I’ve maintained a
slightly-more-than-casual interest in
sci-fi movies and shows. I’m no superfan by any stretch of the imagination,
but I watched iRobot, like, 30 times
in a summer because
I thought it was that
good. Ah, to be young
and naïve again.
Anyway, if you’re
even a casual science
fiction fan, you’ve
probably noticed that
we’re living in a golden
age for sci-fi movies,
whether it’s adaptations, reboots or completely new material.
You can’t beat some
of the classics, but computers have gotten so
frickin’ crazy that today’s sci-fi movies are on
the cutting edge of film.
Just take Christopher
Nolan’s Interstellar for example. Even
if you can’t appreciate the stellar (ha,
get it?) soundtrack or the heart-warming plot, you’ve got to admit that the
visuals in that movie are incredible.
Like, it was everything the acid-trip
part of 2001: A Space Odyssey wanted to be and more. As a testament to
the attention to detail in that movie,
the methods the visual effects team
used to represent the black hole resulted in their publishing a paper on
gravitational lensing.
Though they have certainly
grown more visually stunning, sci-fi
movies have maintained their status
as emotionally and philosophically
stimulating. You can’t just dress up
a threadbare plot with a hefty CGI
budget and call it a day (I’m looking
at you, Fant4stic). No, there’s gotta
be more to it.
Besides just being cool movies
about space, today’s sci-fi movies

“

are good, intriguing movies in their
own right. Prior to 2009, only five
sci-fi movies had ever been nominated for an Oscar. However, in just
the past seven years, seven more
films have carved out their place on
that list.
Moreover, it feels like the face of the
genre is changing. Rather than chronicling the adventures of renegade
smugglers in a galaxy far, far away, a
lot of contemporary science-fiction
media sets itself in the near-future,
right here on Earth. And many sci-fi
media tap more into the human element of the story than the alien.
Take, for instance, Denis Villeneuve’s
recently
released
Arrival. In
the film, 12
alien spaceships appear
on Earth,
and Louise
Banks, a linguist, must
learn their
language to
figure out
if they’ve
come
to
help
or
harm humanity. A
large part
of the film is devoted to figuring out
what the heck is up with the aliens,
yes, but at the center of the story is
Louise’s relationship with her child.
Moreover, a main driving force of
the plot is human socio-political conflict. Indeed, like Her, Inception, Ex
Machina, The Martian and even Black
Mirror, Villeneuve’s film uses something unfamiliar to get closer to reality.
Contemporary sci-fi films are
just as comfortable philosophizing as they are blowing up Death
Stars. I think that’s something
worth celebrating. It means we’ll
keep getting movies that are as
spectacular as they are sentimental, movies that are willing to tell
the truth but, as Dickinson would
say, tell it slant.

Though they
have
certainly
grown more visually stunning, sci-fi
movies have maintained their status as emotionally
and philosophically stimulating.”
-Daniel Sweat ’19

Daniel Sweat, a Features Editor for the
Voice, can be reached for comment at
DSweat19@wooster.edu.
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An Open Letter to Wooster Conservatives
I sincerely hope that the
opinion piece titled “Illuminating a ‘deplorable’ perspective” (Nov. 18, 2016) does
not represent the sentiment
of conservative students at
The College of Wooster.
Speaking for myself, I distinguish Wooster’s conservative students from the xenophobes, misogynists, racists,
anti-Semites and homophobes
who also voted for Presidentelect Trump and who do not
in the least represent conservative values as I have
grown to understand them.
Having said this, I have a
difficult time sympathizing
with the plight of our conservative students — who might
very well be in the minority on this campus — when
several, if not many, other
Wooster students know firsthand what it truly means to
endure systemic discrimination

simply for being who they are.
If conservative students feel so
out of place at Wooster for the
political views that they hold (and
that they can conveniently keep
to themselves when it is advantageous to do so), I invite them to
reflect for a moment on how some
students might feel when they interact with people from the local
community who do not welcome
them simply on the basis of how
they appear or how they speak.
As a Wooster faculty member, I welcome conservative students into my classroom, and I
expect from them no less than
what I expect from my liberal
students: to embrace and actively cultivate Wooster’s Core
Values as they struggle (and
yes, they will struggle) to learn
the material for my course.
I am disappointed in the article
published on Nov. 18 because I
would have liked to know more
about what Wooster’s conser-

vative students stand for and
how our unique liberal arts
model fits into their worldview and sense of identity.
If you are a conservative student and you feel that professors at Wooster dismiss your
perspective on the basis of your
political views, then let’s talk.
I invite you to approach me
and other professors to start
a conversation. But let us also
agree that being challenged
to examine our beliefs and
to understand other perspectives in accordance with the
College’s mission holds enormous value when done from
a position of mutual respect,
genuine openness, and a desire to gain knowledge. I look
forward to hearing from you.

Brian Cope is an Associate Professor in the Department of
Spanish. He can be reached for
comment at BCope@wooster.edu

Illuminating a “po-faced zealot” perspective
In the most recent edition of this
newspaper, published on Nov. 18, a
viewpoint was offered with the goal of
“Illuminating a
‘deplorable’ perspective.” This
piece of writing gathered
quite a bit
of attenBrandon Burkey tion and
seemed to
satisfy the writer’s “life affirming”
goal of attacking “politically correct liberalism.” If you happen to
be one of these so-called liberals,
thus having “the luxury to be offended,” then you may have read
this article and felt attacked by
some of the writer’s views.
However, even if you do
not identify solely as the
“fragile counterpart” to the
conservative, but simply as
a student or faculty member
at The College of Wooster,
then you too may have felt attacked by such comments. The
writer claimed, “The propaganda
that many of our professors attempt to pour down our fellow
students’ throats is astounding:
most do not even notice as they
choke it down.”
Apparently, the masses of students are victims of a line “too often
blurred between being taught how to
think and what to think.” But do not
fear, my liberal friends — luckily, we
have been informed of this wonderful insight and can now change our
behavior accordingly.
We live in a post-fact society where
the capital “T” Truth has been reduced
to a merely subjective end, a society
where the goals of this institution, and

higher education in general, have been
vilified. Professors — individuals who
have spent their professional lives dedicated to the study of a specific discipline
— are seen as no longer offering their
students an informed interpretation of
the facts, but rather a mere opinion, as
the conservative student must “adhere

“

are undeniably beliefs the Trump voter
either must support or be able to dismiss. I cannot.
A post-fact society where experts
are dismissed and mistakes in moral
thought cannot be recognized as such is
an incredibly dangerous world and one
that I am not willing to accept.
While I would promote a civil
discussion with any conservative
of this community, I will not
concede the ethos of this institution in the process. If you do
not subscribe to the intellectual
process, academic analysis or
scientific method, and dismiss
the results produced by these
practices as a mere view, then
you fundamentally disagree with
The College of Wooster and
higher education as a whole.
Those of the “deplorable perspective” do not like that liberals
think there is something “morally ill” about their views. And to
the liberals calling out the moral
illness of views held by the Presidentelect and his supporters: I urge you to
please continue and not begin to fall
victim to the idea that the values to
which we subscribe are simply views
rooted in mere opinion or belief.
The self-proclaimed conservative
“extremophile” pleads with his peers
to “remain steadfast” and to “not let
other groups determine [the future]
for us.” And I plead with my liberal
peers to not let mere views determine the future, but to remain steadfast in our conviction that the goals
and methods of this institution are
sound and should be continued.

Perhaps it’s not
that we do not understand how the real
world works, but rather
recognize that this status-quo so cherished by
the alt-right is not acceptable.”

-Brandon Burkey ’18
to a professor’s view just to get the
grade.” Professors are now seen as offering mere views, not knowledge. It
would appear as though the real world
evades the liberal, so we “scurry to a
safe space” and hide from it.
Perhaps it’s not that we do not understand how the real world works,
but rather we understand it all too
well and recognize that this statusquo so cherished by the alt-right is
not acceptable.
This is not a civil discussion concerning the merits of trickle-down economics. We are talking about putting people
on lists because of their religion, or
threatening conversion therapy based
on sexual orientation or the denial of
respect for the natural world when climate change is called a “hoax.” These

Brandon Burkey, a Contributing Writer
for the Voice, can be reached for comment
at BBurkey18@wooster.edu.

College students can be activists
The 2016 election’s results
were hard for many people to
accept, including myself. Nov.
9 was one
of the most
depressing
days in my
life. I felt as
if I was living a nightMonét Davis
mare, and to
be completely honest, I still feel
this way.
I am fearful for those who
Donald Trump has threatened
throughout his campaign. As
Angela Davis said in a talk at
The University of Chicago, the
election was a reminder that the
ideologies of racism, islamophobia, anti-Semitism, heteropatriarchy and xenophobia were
greatly underestimated.
After taking time off from social media and politics to focus
on self-care, I have come to realize that there is still a lot that I
can do to block the progression
and normalization of Trump
ideology in his new administration. I have also realized that I
haven’t done enough in my life

to speak up against the injustices
in the world.
People have been fighting for
their rights for decades. During
my time away from social media,
I reflected on what I have done to
help fight against injustice in this
country and abroad.
As some of you may know, I
tend to post and tweet many articles regarding movements and
other helpful sources to educate
people on what’s occurring in today’s world.
But that is insufficient. My contribution has fallen short. While
many of us participate in some
capacity by attending protests on
campus or signing petitions, we
can be doing more.
I validate my own inaction by
telling myself, “I am a college student,” “I can’t do much right now,”
“I need to focus on my grades,” but
these excuses are compromised
when I reflect on students’ influences on the Civil Rights Movements.
Representative John Lewis
was a college student during the
Civil Rights Movement, but that
didn’t stop him — he still played

a vital role in organizing.
For those who were startled by
the election of Trump, welcome.
Now is not the time to claim that
one individual is more “woke” than
the other but rather work together
towards shared social justice goals.
We must donate to organizations that are fighting against
systems of oppression, we must
hold all elected officials accountable, further educating ourselves
on the forms of oppression and so
much more.
Sharing enlightening articles on
social media is important, but it is
not enough.
Although we all live in rural
Ohio and not New York City or
Washington, DC, we can still take
part in change; we can still bridge
the apparent gaps within our
own Wooster community. Several organizations on campus hold
events; participate in phonathons,
more protests, volunteer, do all
that you can do and push yourself
to do even more.

Monét Davis, a Contributing Writer
for the Voice, can be reached for comment at MDavis19@wooster.edu.
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College of Wooster observes TDOR Lettuce talk about Smoke
Lily Iserson
Viewpoints Editor

Daniel Sweat
Features Editor

Before Thanksgiving
Break, in a small and intimate group setting,
students gathered on
the steps of Kauke Hall
in honor of the international Transgender Day
of Remembrance. Traditionally held in late
November, the vigil acknowledges transgender
lives lost as a consequence
of anti-transgender violence around the world.
QPOC, Wooster’s Queer
People of Color student
organization, organized
the vigil so transgender
students and allies could C.O.W. students participate in a vigil at Kauke Hall for Transgender
mourn and take courage Day of Remembrance (Photo by Jess Waters).
in group recollection.
The Black Student Assopowerful healing qualities that we represented and brutalized group
ciation (BSA) and the Anti-Racist hope were felt by [everyone].”
of people, especially where the
collective also made posters feaFoster Cheng ’17, president of majority of lives lost were transturing portraits of victims so QPOC, collected attending stu- gender victims of color.
students could associate names dents around the banisters of
“This year had the highest
with faces.
Kauke Hall, where unlit tea can- number of murders of trans/
In previous years, Wooster’s dles were displayed. Each candle GNC people [. . . ] those numbers
LGBT community held the vig- bore the name of a transgender are really scary,” added Cheng.
il for the Transgender Day of life lost to violence, although “We held this vigil to show openRememberance outside Lowry. some were unmarked, reflect- ly our support and love for the
Kauke Hall, a building at the ing unidentified and unnamed trans/GNC community.”
heart of Wooster, represented a victims. Students silently shared
Cheng asked if anyone in the
different kind of visibility.
lighters, and lit candles in the audience was interested in saying
The event was a mixture of si- early winter air. Some students a few words — her offer was met
lent and spoken grief. The vigil bore pride flags around their with silence and the vigil’s conbegan with a special arrange- bodies for warmth, while others clusion. Students met with their
ment of “Blackbird” specifically shuffled against each other, draw- friends on Kauke for subdued
produced by Shades of Gold, an ing their eyes over the flames.
conversations and hugs, reflecta capella group on campus. The
Vice President of QPOC, ing an event that exhibited quiet
Beatles’ lyrics combined with Channler Twyman ’18, ascended support and defiance by the comShades’ R&B and indie pop styl- Kauke’s steps and read a poem, munity’s commitment to the enings hung heavily and somehow with a verse as follows — the durance of memory.
serenely on the solemn atmo- wings in his poetry mirroring the
In this vein, for any members
sphere: “Blackbird singing in the earlier ‘Blackbirds’ piece: “I don’t of Wooster’s community who
dead of night / Take these bro- exactly know what it must feel are retroactively interested in
ken wings and learn to fly / All like to stand in your spot, / And reflecting on trans lives lost this
your life / You were only waiting I’m sorry that I cannot share in year, a list of collected names
for this moment to arise.”
the suffering that comes along / can be found at the Transgender
Shades member Brian Pousak From being you / But I do know Day of Rememberance’s Web’19 remarked on the group’s par- what it feels like to be a butterfly site, under tdor.info. Transgenticipation in retrospect: “As allies in a room full of moths / To have der and non-binary students in
to the trans community, ‘Black- wings so big and so colorful / so need of support on campus can
bird’ felt like the right choice for full of life / that it seems threat- also contact Steve Ciseneros or
our group, because it acknowledg- ening.” Of his participation, Melissa Chesanko for informaes struggle without taking own- Twyman expressed the impor- tion on Wooster’s Trans and
ership of it. The song also has tance of remembering an under- Non-Binary support group.

When you first walk into
Smoke: the Burger Joint, you
think to yourself, “Wow, this
is not as smoky as I anticipated.” Then, you take a breath of
fresh, non-smoky air as you peruse Smoke’s expansive menu,
thankful that they keep their
delicious hickory smoke confined to the kitchen.
The second thing you notice
when you walk into Smoke on
a peaceful Friday night is that
there’s so many goshdarn kids
running around. Indeed, while
the restaurant’s punny name
might suggest it caters more
to the herbally inclined, do not
be mistaken; this is a family establishment. Try not to step on
any of those little rugrats as
you make your way to the register.
As your eyes scan the décor of the restaurant, you
may notice various black-andwhite pictures of American
icons throughout the room
(the Statue of Liberty, Route
66, what I think were the Niagara Falls). You probably feel
like you’re in the middle of
a Springsteen song. If these
emblems of American identity
aren’t enough, don’t worry.
The TV’s, tuned to either CNN
or FOX (depending on which
wall you’re looking at), should
be enough to convince you that
yes, you are still in America.
This patriotic theme is mirrored in Smoke’s menu, featuring such burgers as the Tennessee Turkey Burger, the Texas
Triple Jay Burger and the Dirty
Vegas Burger. Imagine reaffirming your patriotic identity
as you sink your teeth into one
of Smoke’s trademark patties, a
blend of Angus chuck, brisket
and short loin.
If you’re still not convinced
that you’re right in heart of
America, simply gaze upon
Smoke’s other myriad burger
choices and possibilities. One
of their slogans is “eliminate

burger boredom,” and their
menu certainly lives up to the
hype. Regardless of which zany
trimmings you choose for your
meaty masterpiece, every patty
at Smoke is hickory smoked
to give it a unique and exciting flavor, setting them above
and apart from your average
cheeseburger. You lick your lips
in anticipation.
Perhaps you’re not looking
for a juicy slider. Well, Smoke’s
still got you covered. From a
Smoked Cheese Trio (noticing
a smoke theme yet?) to Blue
Ridge Mountain Chili, Smoke
has everything your typical
college kid could want. In fact,
I’d even go so far to say that
Smoke is one of the top five
restaurants in all of downtown
Wooster.
Finally, after choosing from
the veritable cornucopia of dining choices, you’ll sit down at
one of Smoke’s many well-kept
tables and ponder the wonders of American life. Looking
around the restaurant, you’ll be
overcome with a deep-seated
pride for your country and its
elegant culinary inventions.
You’ll see your burger emerge
from the fry kitchen, and you’ll
recall John Winthrop’s famous
vision for the so-called New
World. City on a hill, indeed.
City on a hill, indeed.
Smoke: the Burger Joint offers
a unique, affordable alternative to
campus dining. The food tastes
great, the waitstaff is extremely
efficient and the location is convenient. Overall, I’d definitely recommend it if you’re looking for a break
from the monotony of Lowry and
Mom’s. Psst, they also offer secret
milkshakes that aren’t on the menu.
Ask about the cinnamon toast
crunch one!

Interested in
writing for
Features?
Email Sally at SKershner19@wooster.edu or
Daniel at DSweat19@
wooster.edu.

Moot Court teams qualify for National competition
Sally Kershner
Features Editor
After competing in the regional
competitions at Loyola University Chicago and The College of
Wooster, the College’s own Moot
Court team has qualified six students so far for the National Competition. These three teams of
two consisted of: Brad Van Tyne
’17 and Maha Rashid ’19; Dawson
Honey ’19 and Brianna Schmidt
’20; Marie Sheehan ’17 and Jack
Johanning ’17. Thanks to the
guidance of previous head coach
and now current assistant coach
Professor Emeritus Mark Weaver,
and in collaboration this year with
the new head coach Professor Desiree Weber, the Moot Court team
has consecutively sent students to
Nationals for the past 15 years.
To qualify for Nationals, each
individual member of the team
dedicates a significant portion of
time each week to prepare for the
regional tournaments.
“Most students participate in
the class which is three hours a
week and are at practice four hours
a week for a total of seven hours.
However, most team members
put in much more work, probably
close to 10-15 hours a week, as we
host many optional practices and
working groups outside of what
is required,” said Sheehan, cocaptain and treasurer of the Moot
Court Team. Alongside Sheehan,
Johanning and Shelley Grostefon
’18 are co-captains and together,
these three serve as TAs the Constitutional Law and Appellate Advocacy class, run daily captain’s
practices and assist the coaches in
running the formal practices.

Above, from left to right, Marie Sheehan ’17, Brianna Schmidt ’20, Dawson Honey ’19 and Jack Johanning ’17, all of
whom qualified for the national Moot Court tournament later this year (Photo by Desiree Weber).
Students are then able to apply
their hard work after Nov. 1 when
the season moves into these regional qualifiers.
“Team practices and the class
are meant to help those on the
team prepare for oral argument
at regionals and to help them
refine their legal writing skills.
All team members not only participate in oral argument at the
regional level but also submit
a written brief to the appellate
brief competition at the national
level,” said Sheehan.
This year’s topic is relevant to
the recent presidential election.
“This year our case is about vot-

ing rights — the Plaintiff was denied her right to cast an in-person
ballot on election day after her
state’s voter ID laws changed, and
her old ID did not meet the new
law’s requirements,” said Sheehan.
“Our first constitutional question
is whether her First Amendment
rights to engage in political speech
were violated; our second question
deals with whether the state’s new
voter ID laws violate the Equal
Protection Clause of the Fourteenth Amendment.”
Though a team does not have to
qualify for regionals, only the top
20 percent of all teams qualify for
nationals. Regionals are held all

across the country, so to increase
the chances of qualifying for nationals, the coaches split up the
teams to different regionals so
that the College’s team would not
be its own competition.
The remaining eight students
on the team will be competing at
regionals in Saginaw, Mich. this
weekend in the hopes of qualifying for nationals. Even though
winning nationals does not involve a monetary prize, the title
of national winners will have immense benefits for students.
“[Winning nationals] does allow students to stand out in law
school and graduate school ad-

missions. Going to competitions
allows you to network with attorneys across the country and make
connections that can help people
find jobs after graduations. Additionally, winning nationals would
allow Wooster to become the topranked school in undergraduate
Moot Court team in the country,”
said Sheehan.
Nationals take place on Jan.
6-7., Coral Ciupak ’19 and
Grostefon, Cami Steckbeck ’19
and Jordan Griffith ’19, Hannah Buzolits ’17 and Cece Azar
’17, Emma Petasis ’18 and Jaelen
Harney ’18 will compete at Saginaw this weekend.
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Professor Roche offers new class to better understand Trump
Brandon Bell
Contributing Writer
Next semester, Jeff Roche
of the history department will
teach a seminar focusing on the
politics of Donald Trump and
the history of the electorate that
supported him.
The course, “The Creation of
Trump’s America,” draws inspiration from a mock syllabus that
100 historians developed online
in June. The syllabus, known as
Trump Syllabus 2.0, focuses on
investigating the “racism, sexism
and xenophobia” that head authors N.D.B. Connolly and Keisha
Blain saw as significant forces in
Trump’s presidential campaign.
When he imagined a course
at Wooster, Roche hoped to investigate what drove voters to
support Trump, both through
an examination of the forces described in Trump Syllabus 2.0
and the history of the right wing
in America.
“I had originally planned to
teach this course solely on the
Trump voter,” Professor Roche
said, noting that the current rise
of so-called ‘Trumpism” and the
Tea Party in 2010 had spawned
academic interest in American
conservatism. “Scholars haven’t

paid this much attention to these
sorts of voters since the 1970s.”
However, the fact that Trump is
now President-elect has changed
his plans for the course — and
he believes it will continue to do
so. For example, Professor Roche
now believes Trump himself deserves attention as he moves into
the White House and sets up his
administration.
“Whether he meant them or
not, his campaign has unleashed a
vitriol and anger that has already
had such a damaging impact on
public life in the United States,”
Roche said. “How this plays out
over the next few months might
necessarily require constant readjustments to the syllabus.”
Roche usually teaches an upperlevel history seminar on a topic
from American politics. With this
course in particular, though, he
wanted to have what he called a
more “democratic” experience.
With Trump’s presidency evolving in real time with the course,
he hopes to upset the traditional
model of a professor deciding on
topics and moving between them
in a seminar class.
“There will be many weeks
when I will be reading most of
the sources for the first time,
right along with the students,”

Professor Roche will be offering a course next semester on the politics of President-elect Donald Trump (Photo by Shoshana Rice).
Roche said.
The assignments from Trump
2.0 Syllabus, which Roche may
draw from, are listed online on
the intellectual web community
Public Books and in an article
on the African-American Intellectual History Society’s website. Assignments on the mock
syllabus include an analysis of

Trump’s campaign speeches and
policy proposals. In addition to
traditional primary and secondary sources, the course also incorporates multimedia materials
— including Trump’s video interviews, campaign ads, documentaries and online news articles.
As his plans for the course continually evolve, Roche believes

next semester’s course will be
an excellent opportunity for students interested in applying historical skills to analyze current
events.
“The goal of any history course
is to help make sense of the world
we live in,” he said. “This particular course only makes it more obvious.”

Homework for Hoops service program is a slam dunk
Coral Ciupak
Viewpoints Editor
Since the 1970s, The College of Wooster has worked
with
the Wooster Volunteer
Network (WVN) in providing
College students the opportunity to bridge the divide between
the College community and the
greater Wooster area. Among
WVN’s program houses — and
strengthening the student volunteer network on and off campus
— is Kate House, the residents of
which participate in the program
Homework for Hoops.
This program helps at-risk
youth, many of whom have been
court-ordered to participate in
the program, in the Wooster
community and in the greater
Wayne County. For the past decade, Homework for Hoops has
allowed College of Wooster
students to serve as mentors to
young children in the community
by engaging with them in social,
academic and athletic settings.
“We are providing a medium
between a figure of authority and
a friend, which in theory allows us
to be more relatable to the kids,”
said Matthew Parmalee ’17, who
has participated in the program

The students living in program house Kate House collaborate with the program Homework for Hoops as volunteers (Photo courtesy Aleksi Pelkonen).
since his first year at the College.
“Seeing the kids push themselves
academically, despite all the obstacles they face at home, is very
impactful for me and is extremely
rewarding.”
As is required of all program
houses on campus, the 11 students in Kate House each provide
a minimum of eight hours of
service per month. College participants in Homework for Hoops
attend weekly sessions and spend

up to two hours with around 20
local students recruited by the
program. At each session, the
program’s participants aim to
strike a balance between academic
and athletic mentorship with the
understanding that the kids will
be more responsive to the latter.
“The most rewarding aspect of
[the] program is being a mentor
to kids who need a positive role
model in their lives,” said Mike
Pappalardo ’17, the program’s

coordinator. “Going to programs
each week makes me appreciate the opportunities that I had
growing up because many of the
kids we tutor don’t have the same
opportunities that myself and
many of us college students have
and take for granted.”
Parmalee agrees. “I have gained
a constant reality check [from the
program],” he said. “[The kids]
have [been] disadvantaged from
a very young age at no fault to

them, which reminds me how I
am mainly a beneficiary of circumstance.”
As with any program house,
there is always room for improvement. Parmalee identified a need
for additional resources.
“Ideally, there would be healthier food options,” he said. “The
kids eat Little Caesar’s Pizza
(which is better then nothing),
but could use healthier alternatives. Many of the kids are overweight because they lack access
to healthy food.”
Pappalardo also highlighted a
need for additional hands-on help.
“It would be great to work to
be able to work one-on-one with
the kids but because the program
is so popular in the Wooster community we can’t always provide
that individualized help so we are
always looking for new members
to help contribute to the program,” he said.
Those interested in participating can contact Pappalardo at
MPappalardo17@wooster.edu
for more information about the
program or how to join. Students
may also contact WVN President
Lauren Pugliese ’17 at LPugliese17@wooster.edu for more
opportunities to get involved in
the Wooster community.

Wooster faculty will serenade the College at upcoming symphony
Katie Cameron
A & E Editor
This Sunday, three faculty
members at The College of
Wooster are proud to present
“Flights of Fancy,” a concert in
Gault Recital Hall at the Scheide
Music Center. Carrie Culver, a
soprano, Hild Peerson, a clarinet
player, and Brian Dykstra will
perform multiple pieces in various combinations.
Peerson is an instructor of
clarinet at the College, and additionally performs with the
Westerville Symphony near Columbus. Culver is an associate
professor, and teaches voice, Opera Workshop and interdisciplinary courses; her specialties reside
in Spanish and Latin American
music and in chamber music.
Dykstra, who previously served
as a professor for 38 years at
Wooster, is currently the Neille
O. and Gertrude M. Rowe Professor of Music Emeritus and
teaches piano.
Peerson and Dykstra will perform all three pieces of Ger-

man
commas songs by
poser Robert
19th century
German comSchumann’s
poser
Peter
“ F a n t a C
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e
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ius,
siestücke Op.
and
finally,
the
73,” a dreamy
third
section
is
dual perforby
Ohio
commance for piposer Chrisano and claritopher Weait,
net written in
where he prothe mid-19th
duces a more
century. The
pair will also
light-hearted,
premiere Dykhumorous
stra’s
piece
song entitled
“The National
“The Cat as
Pastime,”
a
Clarinet.”
baseball rag
The music
for
piano Faculty from the College will perform at Scheide
of the conand clarinet Music Center (Photo courtesy wooster.edu).
cert varies in
he wrote for
style and in
Peerson and her husband, pianist for clarinet and soprano by Eng- time period; the selections reflect
Kenneth Williams in 2006.
lish composer Ralph Vaughan favorites of the faculty members
Later, Culver and Dykstra will Williams.
over the course of their careers.
perform five classic Schumann
To round out the program, all At the turn of the 20th century,
songs together for soprano and three musicians will perform to- chamber music was the most
piano. Culver and Peerson will gether for three selections. The popular form of entertainment.
also pair up for the more modern first song is “The Shepherd on the This concert is an homage to that
20th century “Three Vocalises” Rock” by 19th century Austrian classical music tradition, as well
— pieces Culver described as composer Franz Shubert, the sec- as a chance for all three faculty
“songs without words”— a piece ond selection includes four Christ- members to remain active as per-

formers.
Culver encourages college
students to attend the performance, though many may not
consider it their taste. “I think
many younger people — college
age — have yet to be exposed
to this kind of performance,”
said Culver. “Chamber music
can seem a bit old-fashioned and
formal, but the reward for the
audience’s quiet attention is to
be caught up in beautiful sound
made solely by human effort, to
soak in lyrics that run the gamut
from extremely funny to achingly sad, and to be reminded that
live performance can be fun and
inspiring.”
Even after years of performing, does the stage fright ever
go away, even for accomplished
musicians like Culver, Peerson
and Dykstra? “For me, no, never,”
said Culver. “But you learn to
channel it into excitement and
once the first note is out there —
that’s when the fun begins.”
The concert will begin at 4:00
p.m. at Gault Recital Hall and admission is free.
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Shlohmo surprises with Bad Vibes: Rarities + Extras Album

Shlohmo’s Bad Vibes: Rarities + Extras was released on Nov. 11 and includes new
music and remixes from the original album (Photo taken from Wikipedia).

Daniel Sweat
Features Editor
I’ve been a fan of Shlohmo for a
while. When I first heard Bad Vibes,
I fell in love. The album’s cinematic
feel and lush composition make it
top tier in my book. I’ve listened to
that album hundreds of times, so
when Shlohmo dropped Bad Vibes:
Rarities + Extras to celebrate the
fifth anniversary of Bad Vibes’ release, I was thrilled.
Bad Vibes: Rarities + Extras features a collection of songs that
were cut from the initial release
of Bad Vibes, as well as remixes
of “Seriously” and “Anywhere But
Here.” While it’s understandable
that the songs on Rarities + Extras
had to be cut, as they don’t fit well
into the emotional arc of Bad Vibes,
their tone and aesthetic fits right in

with Shlohmo’s usually layered and
multi-faceted production.
Though Shlohmo’s Bad Vibes
style is still very much apparent on
tracks like “11_7_11 Alone With
Me,” his experience from other
projects shines through as well.
The remix of “Seriously” is notably
much grittier and more abrasive
than the 2011 version, perhaps taking influence from Dark Red. Some
listeners might even find the first
half of Rarities and Extras closer
to the haphazard sound on Fine,
Thanks than to the well-orchestrated atmosphere of Bad Vibes. Regardless of where Rarities + Extras
fits within his oeuvre, it’s obvious
Shlohmo is willing to experiment
while staying connected to the style
that first caught critics’ eyes.
Your typical Shlohmo track begins simply, with a string melody

or basic keyboard riff. However,
his songs grow in complexity as
he adds more and more elements
to create interesting pieces that
become greater than the sums of
their parts. Instrumentation comes
and goes as the tone of the song
shifts. Perhaps the song begins with
a light-hearted jingle on the keyboard and ends with a thrumming
bass groove. Songs like “11_9_10
Asleep On The 22” feel delicately
composed and almost fragile, for
you get to hear how all their cogs
work together. The sounds he
chooses to include and the way he
conveys an emotion through their
interaction create a haunting atmosphere in which you can’t help but
lose yourself.
While his music firmly situates
itself in whatever genre the kids are
calling Flying Lotus and xxyyxx

these days, the personal and kind
of homegrown aspect of Shlohmo’s style sets him apart from other producers. You’ll notice slight
imperfections in the recording,
such as static in the background or
the sound of rain outside on “Back
House.” However, Shlohmo uses
these imperfections to enhance the
mood of his songs, creating a sense
of space and texture. This lack of
sterility in Shlohmo’s music makes
you feel more connected to the process of its composition. It’s like you
can almost see and hear him making the song in front of you.
It’s often hard to pin down exactly what’s making the music in
his songs. Frequently, he’ll feature his own voice distorted to the
point where you can’t make out
the words and can barely be sure
it’s actually a voice. And while he
sometimes uses standard drum
samples, a lot of the time Shlohmo
will use non-traditional means of
percussion. In “1_16_11 Downtown,” he finds a way to use the
sound of something brushing over
a microphone as the backdrop for
his songs. Throughout Rarities
+ Extras, Shlohmo finds a way to
juggle both unorthodox percussion and hard-hitting synths. The
result is an album that’s both sonically interesting and just plain nice
to listen to.
If you liked Bad Vibes or are just
looking for something groovy to
listen to on a rainy day, you’ll love
Bad Vibes: Rarities + Extras. For fans
of Shlohmo, it offers a peak behind
the curtain of his development as
an artist. For those unfamiliar with
his work, it offers a nice introduction alongside Bad Vibes itself. Top
tracks include the following: “Forgot I Was Here,” “Seriously (Live)”
and “11_7_11 Alone With Me.”

Procrastinating? Netflix’s 3% is definitely the show to watch
Robert Dinkins, Jr.
A&E Editor
3%, a new Netflix original series, was released on Friday, Nov.
25. I finished the entire first season on the following Monday. I
would’ve finished sooner but apparently my professors did not
receive the memo that last week
was break. 3% is a Brazilian thriller series, which makes it Netflix’s
first original Brazilian production,
and the second produced in Latin
America, after Club de Cuervos.
The language is also entirely in
Brazilian-Portuguese. Do not let
it deter you, because I can only
speak English and a little Dovahzul. Netflix offers subtitles as well
as English and Spanish audio dubs
just so you don’t feel guilty falling
asleep watching for subtitles.
The show is, at least in my interpretation, a dystopian depiction
of the not so far future. This is
not another version of the Hunger
Games. The title gives a brief idea
of the series. In the story, only 3%

of the people shown in the film are
able to live a life of relative ease.
This is determined by a test that
anybody can take when they are
20 years old. Once eliminated, the
candidate taking the test is asked
to leave while the rest continue.
The show effectively talks about
many of the current problems we
as a society are trying to solve
now. It puts the viewer in front
of a window and shows them that
this dystopian future is not too
dissimilar from our current world.
The problems that I was able to
see included socio-economic issues, post-secondary education
and how we should think about
revolutions. The show in no way
beats these messages across the
viewer’s head because there are
also a lot of other issues at play in
the series.
The acting is very good. I cried
during my favorite episode (Chapter 05: Water) just because the
acting and visuals so moved me.
The amount of struggles and obstacles each character is expected

The main cast of the Brazilian dystopian thriller, 3%
(Photo taken from Facebook).
to overcome will have you constantly on the edge of your seat,
waiting to see how they make
their decision. The music in the
background in no way helps calms
your nerves. With the beautiful
music, scenes instantly pack more
of a punch for the viewer.
This is also quite amazing when
you learn the budget for the eightepisode season was only $3 million, comparing to Netflix’s other
original shows such as Black Mirror ($40 million) and The Crown
($100 million). This definitely ties

WoosterStreetStyle:
Showcasing personal style on campus
Hao Tang ’19 (left) is stunning, period. Fortuately for him when he graduates with a piece of
useless paper, he can always find a job in modeling. I MEAN DAMN! He’s so cool he’s not even
looking at the camera. He’s so cool he could
stunt and drink coffee. He’s so cool he can do
all of this while listening to music. Hao Tang is
goals, I don’t care what y’all say. Stop sleeping
on Hao Tang.
Mason Minerva ’20 (right) is styling too. Wearing a jacket resembling a country that a lot of
us want to move to but can’t because we can’t
even move out of our parents’ house (#JustinTrudeauIsBae). His outfit speaks hope though
especially with the beautiful fall scenery in the
background.

(Photos by Lily Turovsky and captions by
Robert Dinkins, Jr. )

in with the message of income inequality seen so often in the film.
In our current world, money exponentially helps with fame and
success. 3% took a different path,
but should still expect much success especially when more reviews are written. I’m definitely
looking forward to watching the
second season when it is released.
For right now, I’m going to have
to settle with rewatching season
one to quench my thirst. 3% is
definitely the show to binge watch
this weekend, 5/5.

Section Editors:
Robert Dinkins, JR.
Katie Cameron

THE SCENE
F antastic B easts
F alls F lat
After much initial resistance to
the idea, I reluctantly went to see
Fantastic Beasts and Where to Find
Them. I don’t think my hesitance
was an isolated phenomenon, as I
imagine many former Potter fans
finding themselves at a crisis of
faith of the series’ most recent
manifestation as a purely moneydriven venture. While this accusation is serious, there is little other
explanation for a proposed series
of five films ostensibly inspired by a
128-page book written 15 years ago
by J.K. Rowling for the foundation
Comic Relief.
The film struggles to live up to
its inevitable hype. Who is Newt
Scamander and why should I care
about him? For a series that hung its
hat on some of the most memorable
fictional characters in recent literature, this is a worrying query. Eddie
Redmayne brings his usual charm
to the role but there is little for him
to work with. We cared about Harry because he was identifiable and
relatable to all of us. Meanwhile,
we’re introduced to Scamander
as he is already established in the
wizarding world, nowhere near as
prominent as our former boy-hero.
As a result, there is no bildungsroman-fueled nostalgia. Rather, the
viewer is left struggling to understand why we should care about a
wizard with a penchant for wildlife
conservation. When you operate in
the same world as Harry Potter and
Voldemort and the absolute good v.
ultimate evil implications that come
with it, failing to provide a comparably compelling main protagonist is
not a good start.
Tina Goldstein, portrayed by
Katherine Waterston, the film’s
primary female character, is flat
and uninteresting. Once again, in a
series that provided us with Hermione Granger, my favorite literary
character of all time and one of the
icons of the 21st century manifestation of the feminine hero, having
such a bland head female character
might be serious enough to be a
death knell for my interest in this
new series. The film’s climax, in
which Goldstein and Scamander
appear ready to kiss for no reason
other than the fact that they are
indeed of the opposite gender, inspired reaction that my colleague
Janel England ’17 summarized eloquently as, “I’m going to burn this
fucking theater down if they kiss.”
Alison Sudol, portraying Tina’s
sister Queenie, provides the film’s
most compelling character, a freespirited swinger-era badass. Despite the fact that Rowling tries to
pigeonhole her into the trope of
“ugly guy, hot wife” opposite of Dan
Fogler’s Jacob Kowalski, Sudol provides some much needed depth to a
cast that inspires utter apathy.
James Newton Howard, who
composes the film’s score, manages to add another masterful addition to the Harry Potter universe
soundtracks, and in doing so provides undoubtedly the film’s pinnacle achievement.
Ultimately, while it is by no means
a poor film in its own rights, Fantastic Beasts and Where to Find Them is
a thinly-veined attempt by Rowling
and Company to take advantage of
the film industry’s current infatuation with sequels. Rowling, Yates,
Heyman and Kloves throw a multitude of strings out there over the
course of the film’s two-plus hours
but struggle to weave them together into a coherent or meaningful
whole by its conclusion.

Jared Berg, an Editor in Chief for
the Voice, can be reached for comment at JBerg17@wooster.edu.
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Men’s

basketball

Aleksi Pelkonen
Sports Editor
The College of Wooster
men’s basketball team has
started off strong with a 3-1
record in the early goings of the
season. After defeating Oberlin
College in the opening match of
the Al Van Wie/
Rotary Classic,
the
Fighting
Scots disposed
of
Defiance
College in the
Classic
finale,
98-63. The two
wins gave the
Scots a strong
base upon which
to continue the
rest of
their
season. However,
they would lose
their next game
against Marietta.
In the game
against Oberlin,
the Scots had
five players in double figures en
route to a 104-65 blowout. It
was a dominating performance,
as the Scots shot over 60 percent
from the field and grabbed
twice as many rebounds as the
Yeomen in the game. The Scots
were dominant in the paint,
with 60 of their points coming
inside.
Against Defiance College, the
Scots’ offense was humming.
The Scots had 23 assists on

“

claims

37 made baskets against just
nine turnovers. Wooster also
played stingy defense, forcing
the Yellow Jackets into 17
turnovers (12 coming off
steals) and scored 25 points off
of those turnovers. Forward
Dan Fanelly ’17 was a perfect 10
for 10 from the field and five for
five from the free
throw line for a
season-high 25
points.
Following the
Al Van Wie/
Rotary Classic,
the
Scots
travelled
to
Marietta College
to take on the
17th
ranked
Pioneers.
The
Scots’ struggled
shooting
from
three,
making
just one of their
14
attempts,
while
the
Pioneers
shot
lights out, making 12 of their
18 shots from three. The Scots
struggled moving the ball on
offense, with just eight assists
in the game. Marietta would go
on to win the game, 99-70. This
would be the Scots’ first loss of
the season.
Last Friday, Wooster won
their third game of the young
season against Saint John
Fisher, 85-75. Guard Danyon
Hempy ’17, in the first start

We are working to identify
the strengths we
have as a team
and what we
can do to ensure
that we take advantage of them
in the future.”
- Dan Fanelly ’17

successful

Friday,
December 2

start

to
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season

Guard Reece Dupler ’19 takes the ball up against Defiance College. The Scots made
11 three-pointers against the Yellow Jackets (Photo by Emily Randall).
of his collegiate career, scored
25 points to lead the Scots.
Spencer Williams ’18 chipped
in 21 points while also making a
strong contribution defensively
with four steals.
The Scots slipped from
number seven to number 11
in the D3Hoops.com Top 25
national poll. A slight hiccup at
the hands of a strong Marietta
team (now number four in the
D3Hoops.com Top 25 poll) hurt
the Scots’ ranking. However,
Fanelly, who leads the team in

scoring through the first four
games, says he is pleased with
the team’s performance while
acknowledging that they still
have work to do.
“The team has really been
focusing on discovering our
identity,” said Fanelly. “But we
have the talent and potential to
beat any team we play.”
With the initial portion of the
season underway, the Scots now
will take on conference opponents
Denison and Wabash. The Scots
will host the undefeated Big Red

(4-0) at Timken Gymnasium on
Wednesday after press time. On
Saturday, the Scots will travel to
Crawfordsville, Ind. to take on
the 2-3 Wabash Little Giants.
“We are working to identify
the strengths we have as a team
and what we can do to ensure
that we take advantage of them
in the future,” said Fanelly.
The Fighting Scots are
looking to build on their
strong start to the season en
route to another conference
championship.

Women’s basketball comes up short against tough competition
Ashley Ferguson
Contributing Writer
Winter is coming, and The College of Wooster’s women’s basketball team is preparing diligently for
it. With four games already under
their belt this season, the team is
looking to maximize its strengths
of speed and aggressive athleticism while working to clean up
their technique and strategy.
The Fighting Scots had great
success in their first game against
Geneva College on Nov. 16. A
75-67 win highlighted the team’s
overall team leadership. Christina
Vukovich ’19 and Aubri McKoy ’20
took that to heart, as the pair each
notched 14 points for the Scots. After a closely contested first quarter,
Wooster took the lead 28-26 with
8:30 remaining in the first half and
held on for the win.
At the 21st Annual Nan Nichols
Classic, held at home, Wooster fell
to Berea College’s strong start, scoring 19 points to Berea’s 29 points in
the first quarter. Afterward, the Scots
battled closely with the Mountaineers, with each team scoring 12 points
apiece in the third quarter. Anna
Gibbs ’19 added great depth to this
effort, scoring 18 points while hitting

The Scots scored 56 points against Berea College. They also collected 20 offensive rebounds in the
contest (Photo by Desi Lapoole).
both of her three-point attempts. The
Mountaineers roared back with aggressive defensive play especially in
the last 10 minutes to secure the 7756 win against the Scots.
In the second game of the Nan
Nichols Classic, Wooster suffered a
loss to Albion College with a final
score of 84-51. The Scots worked
up from single-digit scoring in the

first quarter to battle the Britons,
but a period of unfruitful offense
opened the floodgates for Albion.
Of note was a 6-0 mini run sparked
by Gibbs, who closed the gap to six
points after a three-pointer assisted
by Cat Firito ’20.
On the Tuesday before Thanksgiving break, the Scots played
aggressively against Marietta

College at home. Aki Shurelds ’18
managed a career-high 16 points,
the highest individual score of the
afternoon. Wooster boasted an offense shooting over 30 percent
from the 3-point mark throughout the game. Despite solid action
throughout, Marietta’s 11-point
lead in the first quarter outshone
Wooster’s overall performance,

and the Scots lost by a final score
of 69-52.
“One of our team goals this season is to take complete ownership
of our program and assume total
responsibility for our successes or
lack thereof,” said head coach Lisa
Panepento. The team shares several
key phrases to keep them focused on
the season’s team goals. Their motto
this season is “We over Me,” a mantra they repeat daily.
“That means our team success is
far more important than any individual success,” Panepento said. “Rather
than identifying captains by title, we
have asked players to assume ‘Shared
Leadership’ which means that anyone and everyone can help lead us in
the right direction. It doesn’t always
have to be the same people, and behaviors aren’t determined as much
by the ‘title’ of captain as they are by
a desire to be a positive leader, which
we feel many people can do.” The
players also work on “Total Ownership,” which creates a network of accountability among team members.
Wooster will look to continue this
team effort to secure a win at Hiram’s court next week. The Fighting Scots tip off against Case Western Reserve University Dec. 3 at
2 p.m. in Timken Gymnasium.

VOICES FROM THE CROWD

Bruce Arena: stability without ambition
On Nov. 2, the United States
men’s national team fired
manager Jürgen Klinsmann
and replaced
him
with
Bruce Arena,
its manager
from 19982006.
Ever since
Matt Kelly
Klinsmann
took over the USMNT in 2011
the highs have been high, like the
near miss by Chris Wondolowski
that could have sent the US
to the quarterfinals of 2014
World Cup. But the lows were
far too low, with the most recent
struggles being back to back
losses to Mexico and Costa
Rica in high-stakes World Cup
qualifying games, the latter of
which was a 4-0 drubbing at the

hands of Los Ticos. The players
had no interest in working hard
for their current coach and so that
coach had to go.
The U.S. is looking to right the
ship of those losses by going back
to what is an assumed quantity. He
piloted our nation’s team to its best
World Cup showing in 2002. A key
reason Arena was brought in was
that he did not struggle in either of
his attempts to qualify for a World
Cup, while Klinsmann was already
on thin ice before the losses earlier
this month due to struggles in the
previous round of qualifying. On
the other hand, Arena was fired after
a poor showing in the 2006 World
Cup, one in which the United States
managed two goals in three games.
The issue I have with bringing
back Arena is it seems to be trying to
put out a fire by spraying at the top

of the flames. The team falls short
of its lofty goals and expectations
not because of poor management,
but because of poor players.
Klinsmann was let go due to a
strict difference of opinion between
him and the United States Soccer
Federation on the quality of Major
League Soccer (MLS). Klinsmann
took the harsh but true thinking
that the quality of MLS was not
high enough to push his players,
most of whom play in the MLS. He
was vocal about wanting his players
to play in the more competitive
European leagues, and when two of
his key players (Clint Dempsey and
Michael Bradley) came to play for
teams in MLS, instead of staying
in Europe, he said, “It’s going to be
very difficult to keep the same level
that they experienced at the places
where they were.”

Klinsmann has the mindset that
the best national teams have players
who play in Europe. That’s why
bringing in Arena as his replacement
does little to push the team forward.
The U.S. has the resources at its
disposal to be the greatest soccer
team in CONCACAF. Yet they have
not advanced in any identifiable
way since the last time Arena was
coach. They achieved the lofty FIFA
ranking of 4th in the world at one
point during Arena’s run but this
was an anomaly of epic proportions.
The team can’t achieve consistent
greatness, which is what the USA
expects of all its sports teams
without investing in its league and
developing soccer at the youth level.
The MLS must follow in the
footsteps of better European
leagues and introduce a relegation
system, which would force every

team to have something to play
for, and not let teams as bad as the
Chicago Fire keep being terrible
with no incentive to keep playing
games at the end of the season.
MLS’s contract with ESPN could
also be used to greater effect. If
the MLS had a more consistent
schedule and a marquee game
every Thursday, then more
attention could be given and more
money could be added to make the
teams, and hopefully, the players
better.
Because at the end of the day
Arena is likely to be fired after the
2018 World Cup. And that’s not
his fault. It’s just how the current
system is trying to put out the fire.

Matt Kelly, a Contributing Writer for
the Voice, can be reached for comment
at MKelly17@wooster.edu.
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Football players earn NCAC honors

Six Fighting Scots were given all-NCAC honors this year (Photo
courtesy Woosterathletics.com).

Shelley Grostefon
Senior Sports Writer
At the close of the 2016 football
season, six Fighting Scots received
honors from the North Coast Athletic
Conference for their contribution to
their team this season.
Defensive end Aaron Roberson ’18

was named to the second team. This
season, Roberson had 50 tackles,
11.5 tackles-for-loss, and 5.5 sacks.
Roberson served as a starter for the
team in all ten games played this
season.
Quarterback Gary Muntean ’18
was named as an honorable mention.
He led the Scots offense in each game

this season. He passed for a total of
2,940 yards, averaging 294 yards per
game and set a program high for
total yards in a single season.
Tight end Nate Huwar ’17
was also named as an honorable
mention. Huwar had 30 receptions
this season and logged 250
receiving yards.
Joining Muntean and Huwar
was right guard Clayton Geib ’18
as another honorable mention.
Geib contributed to the Scots’
dominant offense this season.
Dating back to last year, Geib
has started in 20 games in a row.
Cornerback Patrick Johnson
’18, who received an honorable
mention in the 2015 season, was
also given an honorable mention
this year. Johnson recorded 48
tackles on the year.
Defensive tackle Riley Markko
’17 is the final Scot who received
an honorable mention. He had
60 tackles on the year and ten
tackles-for-loss.
The Fighting Scots went 4-6
overall and 4-5 in conference
play, an improvement on last
year’s overall record of 2-8.

Chapecoense, a Brazilian club soccer team, was involved in a horrific plane crash while traveling to the
Copa Sudamericana in Colombia. The plane made an
emergency call after experiencing an electrical failure.
Only six people of the 77 aboard the plane survived
the crash — three players, two crew members and one
journalist. Atlético Nacional, the team Chapecoense
was supposed to play in the final, asked that the trophy
be awarded to Chapecoense as a “posthumous homage
to the victims.”
Source: The New York Times

Number of team assists made
by the Golden State Warriors in
their victory over the Los Angeles Lakers. The Warriors scored
just six unassisted field goals all
game, and set a franchise record
in team assists.

OHIO STATE OUTLASTS MICHIGAN
Despite being seemingly outplayed by their
archrivals for the majority of the contest, the
Ohio State Buckeyes were able to tie up their game
against the University of Michigan Wolverines
in the closing moments before winning, 30-27, in
a double overtime classic. Ohio State outgained
Michigan in total yardage, 330-310, despite allowing the Michigan defense to accumulate eight
sacks. Ohio State junior Curtis Samuel scored the
winning touchdown in the second overtime.
Source: ESPN.com

Number of points scored by
the Golden State Warriors in
their victory over the LA Lakers.
The point total is a new franchise record for the Warriors.
The 43-point margin of victory
was also a franchise record.

8
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Total value, in millions, of
New York Mets outfielder
Yoenis Cespedes’ new fouryear contract. The 31-year old
player batted .280/.354/.530
last season, while also hitting
31 home-runs.

Number of triple-doubles this
season by Oklahoma City Thunder guard Russell Westbrook, as
of Nov. 29. Westbrook is averaging 30.9 points, 10.4 rebounds
and 11.3 assists. The Thunder
have a record of 11-8.

29

31

Number of points by Edmonton Oilers center Connor McDavid, as of Nov. 29. McDavid,
who was last year’s top pick in
the NHL Entry Draft, leads the
NHL in points this season. He
has scored 10 goals in 23 games
played so far.

Megan’s

B ite-Sized Sports
SOCCER TEAM DEVASTATED BY CRASH

Notable Numbers
47
149

and

Number of teams that will
participate in the 2017-18 NHL
season, after the league unveiled
a new franchise to be called the
Las Vegas Golden Knights. The
Knights will select unprotected
NHL players in an expansion
draft this summer.

Aleksi’s

This Week’s Games
NCAAF
Wisconsin v. Penn State
Clemson v. Virginia Tech
Alabama v. Florida
Baylor v. West Virginia
Oklahoma State v. Oklahoma
Colorado v. Washington
Western Michigan v. Ohio
PLAYOFF PROJECTIONS
The CFP Comittee Announces
Semifinalists this Sunday, Our
Sports Editors Predict the Field:

Events

quick picks

Wisconsin
Clemson
Alabama
WVU
Oklahoma
Washington
WMU
Alabama
Ohio State
Clemson
Washington
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30

Saturday

Friday

Thursday
1

2
8:15 p.m.
Jazz Ensemble Concert
Freedlander Theater

3
4 p.m.
Senior Piano Recital
Gault Recital Hall
7:30 p.m.
Wooster Chorus Concert
Gault Recital Hall

4 p.m.
Faculty Recital
Gault Recital Hall

4

5

11 a.m.
Student Recital
Gault Recital Hall

7:30 p.m.
Guitar Studio Recital
Gault Recital Hall

6 6 p.m.

W. Basketball v. Hiram
Timken Gymnasium

7

8

11 a.m.
Student Recital
Gault Recital Hall
11 a.m.
Philosophy Roundtable
Scovel 105

Voice Calendar of Events and
Classified Listings
In an attempt to better spread the word of events
on campus, the Voice is dedicating our back page
to campus-specific events and information.
Anything from sports games to theatre productions can be found in the calendar above, with

additional information provided below if necessar y. Campus groups can list events within the
calendar for free. If you would like your group’s
events to be included, you can email Jared Berg
at JBerg17@wooster.edu. Se parate advertisements on the back page are also free.
Advertisements, announcements and inquiries
printed on this page are limited to the campus
community and to on-campus events. Events

9

10

1 p.m.
W. Basketball v. DePauw
Timken Gymnasium

3 p.m.
M. Basketball v. DePauw
Timken Gymnasium

must be open to the campus at large, and are
not limited to but may include speakers, performances, movie showings, special club events, et
cetera.
The Voice reserves the right to edit or reject
any posts that we receive.
Please direct comments or concerns to Mariah
Joyce ’17, Jared Berg ’17 or Tristan Lopus ’18.
We always appreciate your suggestions.

Kito Ashbey, a cartoonist for the Voice, can be reached for comment at KAshbey17@wooster.edu

